


Key Largo is an island in the upper Florida Keys archipelago 
and is the largest section of the Keys. Its earlier Spanish 
name was Cayo Largo, meaning Long Key. Key Largo is 
a popular tourist destination and calls itself the “Diving 
Capital of the World” because the living coral reef a few 
miles offshore attracts thousands of scuba divers and 
sport-fishing enthusiasts. Key Largo’s proximity to the 
Everglades also makes it a premier destination for kayakers 
and ecotourists. The island gained fame as the setting for 
the 1948 film Key Largo.

The island of Key Largo is an exposed, fossilized remnant 
of a coral reef formed during a period of higher sea level 
and then uncovered and eroded during a subsequent ice 
age. The island’s substrate is called Key Largo limestone. 
The climate is tropical and enjoys close to 3,000 hours of 
sunshine annually.



VeuVe CliCquot NV Brut (Yellow laBel)

This non-vintage Champagne is characterised by a fine persistent 
bubble and delicate well defined floral and fruit fragrances and 
flavours.

PoNGraCZ

Light straw-coloured with a greenish tint, it has a wonderful 
foaming mousse and persistent bead with a classic yeast and 
biscuit character that culminates in a full, fruity finish.

JC le rouX le DoMaiNe

A delightfully natural light sparkling wine with crisp youthfulness 
and mouth-filling sweetness.

laBorie CaP ClaSSique roSé

Red apple , strawberry, turkish delight and almond aromas with 
a smooth palate.

187ml ....................... 

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING WINE

R895

R160

R90

R30

R170

leoParDS leaP SauViGNoN BlaNC

A fresh New-World style Sauvignon Blanc.Tropical grapefruit nose and well-
rounded, fruity with a lingering zesty aftertaste.

DurBaNVille hillS SauViGNoN BlaNC

Seemlessly layered flavours ranging from tropical fruit to fig, lime, guava 
and gooseberry, leading up to a crisp finish.

SAUVIGNON BLANC

R82

R101



fleur Du CaP CharDoNNaY

Elegant toast aroma with apricot, melon and citrus 
fruit is complemented by a well-balanced and 
fullness, while a zesty palate brims with apricot 
and citrus flavours enhanced by nuances of nut and 
vanilla oak.

CHARdONNAy

R95

BoSCheNDal CheNiN BlaNC

This fruity, well-balanced wine has rich melon and peach aromas 
on the nose. The wine remains unwooded, adding to its freshness.

kwV CheNiN BlaNC

This medium bodied, well balanced wine is persistently fruity. 
An abundance of tropical fruit flavours linger on the palate, 
complemented by vanilla, minerality and lime notes. The wine is 
soft and generous with a fresh, lingering finish.

leGaCY JohaNNiSBurGer

The wine style is elegant with attractive fruit flavours and a balanced mouth 
structure. The initial sweetness ends in a dryish aftertaste which has made the 
wine enormously popular and one of South Africa’s favourites.

BuiteNVerwaChtiNG BuiteN BlaNC

This full bodied Sauvignon Blanc based blend offers a variation of fruit characters 
including ripe gooseberry, green peppers, green melon and hints of tropical fruit.

NeDerBurG CaPe rieSliNG

Pale straw with hints of green and an abundance of floral and apple aromas. Fresh, 
crisp and clean with simple, unchallenging flavours and a firm acid structure.

CHENIN BLANC

SEMI SWEET

WHITE BLENdS & OTHER VARIETALS

R85

R80

R58

R98

R75



NeDerBurG roSe

Lovely pale orangey rose. A lively light to medium-bodied wine 
with a clean, fruity and refreshing finish.

DurBaNVille hillS Merlot

Medium to full-bodied with strawberries and cherries followed 
by oak spices.

tall horSe Merlot

A delicious sleek medium-bodied Merlot with a streak of lithe 
juicy cherry and plum fruit and a dash of well-intergrated oak.

NeDerBurG CaBerNet SauViGNoN

A full-bodied wine with ripe fruit, cherry and delicate oak spice flavours, firm 
tannins and a lingering aftertaste.

leoParDS leaP CaBerNet SauViGNoN

Medium-bodied, elegant, fruity. Rich blueberry and plum flavours, a dash of 
cassis, coffee and toffee undertones. Elegantly structured, with fine aftertaste.

ROSE

MERLOT

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

R67

R140

R125

R72

R92



BeYerSkloof PiNotaGe

Very lightly-wooded, this is a wine with “extraordinary 
quality and value”. Uncomplicated, “outgoing” and very 
easy drinking.

DouGlaS GreeN ShiraZ

A medium to full bodied wine with a firm yet friendlytannin 
structure. Combines flavours of pepper, spice and oak vanilla.

Chateau liBertaS

A medium-bodied wine with ripe berry flavours, plums and oak 
spices and good tannin structure. The Grandfather of South 
African red wines.

NeDerBurG BaroNNe

Ruby red, full-bodied wine with blackcurrant and prunes soft 
with a good tannin structure.

ruPert & rothChilD ClaSSique

Ripe, rich fruit impressions interspersed with nuances of cassis, 
blueberry and forest floor notes which follow through on the 
palate. Well rounded with abundant youthful tannins.

PINOTAGE

SHIRAz

REd BLENdS & OTHER VARIETALS

R112

R93

R69

R90

R175






